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Abstract
Good news is more persuasive when it is more consistent, and bad news is less damaging
when it is less consistent. We show when Bayesian updating supports this intuition so that a
biased sender prefers more or less variance in the news depending on whether the mean of the
news exceeds expectations, and we apply the result to selective news distortion by a manager of
multiple projects. If news from the diﬀerent projects is generally good, boosting relatively bad
projects increases consistency across projects and provides a stronger signal that the manager
is skilled. But if the news is generally bad, instead boosting relatively good projects reduces
consistency and provides some hope that the manager is unlucky rather than incompetent. We
test for evidence of such distortion by examining the consistency of reported segment earnings
across diﬀerent units in ﬁrms. As predicted by the model, we ﬁnd that ﬁrms report more
consistent earnings when overall earnings are above rather than below expectations. Firms
appear to shift the allocation of overhead and other costs to help relatively weak units in good
times and relatively strong units in bad times. The mean-variance news preferences that we
identify apply in a range of situations beyond our career concerns application, and diﬀer from
standard mean-variance preferences in that more variable news sometimes helps and better news
sometimes hurts.
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Introduction

Consistently good performance at multiple tasks is a strong signal of competence, while consistently
bad performance is a strong signal of incompetence. In a career concerns environment where individuals want to appear skilled, this creates an incentive to selectively distort reported performance
on diﬀerent tasks to aﬀect the perceived consistency of performance. For instance, a manager might
shift accounting costs to make one unit appear to do better than it really did, or might devote more
time to strengthening the reported performance of one unit than another. In such cases, should
a manager help a weaker unit shore up its performance, or instead focus on further improving a
stronger unit?
We investigate this question when a manager’s performance on each of multiple projects is news
about the manager’s skill, and the precision of these signals is uncertain. In a Bayesian model, we
conﬁrm the intuition that more consistent news about performance across the projects makes the
news more reliable and hence has a stronger eﬀect on the posterior estimate of the manager’s skill.
As a result, when news from the diﬀerent projects is generally favorable, the manager increases
his perceived skill the most by shoring up the performance of worse performing projects.1 This
makes reported performance more consistent across projects and hence makes the generally good
performance on all projects a stronger signal of the manager’s competence. But when the news
is generally unfavorable, the manager should focus resources on making the least bad projects
look better. This makes reported performance less consistent and hence makes the generally bad
performance a weaker signal of the manager’s incompetence.
We test the model’s prediction that reported good news is more consistent than reported bad
news using the variance of corporate earnings reports for diﬀerent units or segments within conglomerate ﬁrms. Since some costs are shared by diﬀerent units, managers can shift reported earnings
across units by adjusting the allocation of these costs. We ﬁnd evidence that managers shift costs
to inﬂate the reported earnings of worse performing units when the ﬁrm is doing well overall. This
makes it appear that all the units are doing similarly well, which is a more persuasive signal of
management’s abilities than if some units do very well while others struggle. But when the ﬁrm is
doing poorly, managers shift costs to inﬂate the reported earnings of the relatively better performing units. This makes it appear that at least some units are doing not too badly, so there is more
uncertainty about management’s abilities and the overall evidence of bad performance is weaker.
Our empirical tests account for the possibility that segment earnings may be relatively more
consistent during good times due to other natural factors. For example, bad times may cause
higher volatility across corporate segments. To isolate variation in the consistency of segment
1

We abstract away from other issues that have been analyzed in the literature such as performance on some tasks

being more observable than others, some tasks having higher returns for particular managers, or some tasks being
complementary with each other. See Holmstrom and Milgrom (1992) and related literature.
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earnings news that is likely to be caused by strategic distortions of cost allocations, we compare the
consistency of segment earnings to that of segment sales. Like earnings, the consistency of segment
sales may vary with ﬁrm performance for natural reasons. However, sales are more diﬃcult to
distort because they are reported prior to the deduction of costs. We ﬁnd that segment sales do not
appear to be more consistent when ﬁrm news is good rather than bad. As a further test, we compare
the consistency of segment earnings in real multi-segment ﬁrms to that of counterfactual ﬁrms
constructed from matched single-segment ﬁrms. Again, we ﬁnd that the consistency of matched
segment earnings does not vary with whether the ﬁrm is releasing good or bad news.
Our analysis is based on the underlying problem that the accuracy of the news generating
process is often uncertain and is estimated from the news itself. That this creates a temptation
to manipulate the data was ﬁrst noted in Babbage’s (1830) canonical typology of scientiﬁc fraud,
which deﬁnes “trimming” of data as “in clipping oﬀ little bits here and there from those observations
which diﬀer most in excess from the mean and in sticking them on to those which are too small”
so as to reduce the variance.2 We show conditions under which such distortion helps a sender in a
Bayesian environment, provide a game theoretic model of such distortion, and test the predictions
of the model. Our results on detecting news distortion based on the relative variance of good and
bad news ﬁts into the literature on the statistical detection of data manipulation and selective
reporting.3 However, in our analysis, distortion need not be actual fraud, but could be accounting
adjustments, data cleaning and smoothing of outliers, or even the reallocation of time and other
resources to help diﬀerent projects. Such actions may be legally and contractually permissible, and
may even be fully anticipated. Thus, our analysis applies to many situations such as marketing
and advocacy, in which biased senders face some truth-telling constraints but have the ability to
distort the consistency of news.
We contribute to the literature on “good news and bad news” in two ways. First, we consider
a state
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this result to our case where there is a vector
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of news generated by a process of uncertain

As a result “the average given by the observations of the trimmer is the same, whether they are trimmed or

untrimmed.” Trimming, which is our focus, is distinguished from creation of fake data (“forging”) and from selective
choice of data (“cooking”).
3
For instance, reporting or publication bias based on signiﬁcance leads to an asymmetric “funnel eﬀect” in sample
means and sample sizes (Egger et al., 1997), and manipulation or publication bias leads the observed distribution of
signiﬁcant results to be inconsistent with test power.
4
The relation of this result to second order stochastic dominance is analyzed in Section 3.4.
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variability so that the variability of the news process is estimated from its consistency as captured
by the standard deviation
mean

of . We show when more consistency of this vector of news makes the

of the news more persuasive. That is, we show conditions under which the observed

have a distribution ( − | ) that satisﬁes our conditions on ( − | ) where

Since an increase in any data point
increasing in the size of

=

has the same eﬀect on , while the eﬀect on

and

and
= .

is strictly

, this generates an incentive to selectively distort higher or lower news

based on whether the overall news is good or bad.
Uncertainty over the data generating process induces sender preferences over the mean and
the variance of the news that diﬀer signiﬁcantly from traditional mean-variance preferences by an
investor over the underlying state (e.g., Meyer, 1987). First, whether the manager prefers more or
less variance in the news depends on the overall favorability of the reports, whereas in a standard
mean-variance model an investor always prefers less variance. Second, the manager does not always
prefer higher news because of the “too good to be true” eﬀect whereby one piece of very good news
is treated as so unreliable that the posterior estimate reverts back toward the prior as the news gets
better (Dawid, 1973; O’Hagan, 1979; Subramanyan, 1996). We contribute to this latter literature
by considering multiple pieces of news from the same data generating process. We show how raising
the best news makes not just that news but all the news appear less reliable, which strengthens the
too good to be true eﬀect. Conversely, we show that selectively distorting the data so as to focus
on shoring up weaker news can allow for an increase in the mean of the news that avoids the too
good to be true problem.
We consider both the naive case where the receiver treats distorted news as the true news,
and the sophisticated case where the receiver rationally anticipates distortion in a perfect Bayesian
equilibrium. Under our assumptions that the mean of the news is ﬁxed and total distortion of the
news is limited, we ﬁnd that the sender’s incentive to selectively distort good or bad news is the
same in either case. Hence the model’s predictions apply to both environments. We ﬁnd that a
sophisticated receiver can back out the true news when the news is generally bad, but that there
is some loss in information due to partial pooling of reports when the news is generally good.5
We analyze ex-post distortion of the sender’s realized news, but our focus on the variability of
the news is similar to that of the Bayesian persuasion literature which analyzes ex-ante commitment
to an information structure (e.g., Kamenica and Gentzkow, 2011). In particular, the nonlinearity
of the posterior mean due to interaction with the prior implies that the sender can beneﬁt from
ex-ante commitment to revealing information more or less exactly in diﬀerent regions. For instance,
a ﬁrm might adopt an accounting system that is designed to reveal more detailed good news than
5

Note that if the receiver believes that the sender might be strategic or instead might be an “honest” type who

reports the true news, then highly consistent good news (or highly inconsistent bad news) can be suspicious, which
mitigates the incentive to distort the news. Stone (2015) considers a related problem in a cheap talk model of binary
signals where too many favorable signals is suspicious.
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bad news. Since we consider multidimensional news, the variability of the news is important not
just ex ante as in the Bayesian persuasion literature, but also ex post once the news has been
realized.
The closest approach to ours in the earnings management literature is by Kirschenheiter and
Melumad (2002) who consider the incentive to smooth overall ﬁrm earnings across time so as to
maximize perceived proﬁtability. They focus on the case in which variability is inferred from a
single piece of news (rather than from the consistency of multiple pieces of news as in our setting).
Their analysis is also complicated by the ﬁrm’s need to anticipate uncertain future earnings when
deciding whether to overreport or underreport current earnings. By considering distortion across
earnings segments rather than time, we can focus on the underlying mechanism that is implicit in
their approach — good results are more helpful when they are more consistent, and bad results are
less damaging when they are inconsistent. We then show that this same idea applies in a more
general statistical environment with multiple pieces of news, analyze the resulting mean-variance
news preferences, and apply the idea to a range of other situations.
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows. Section 2.1 provides a simple example with
two projects that shows how the consistency of performance news aﬀects updating. In Section 2.2
we develop statistical results on consistency and variability. In Section 2.3 we show how induced
preferences over the mean and variance of the news aﬀects distortion incentives, and in Section 2.4
we consider equilibrium distortion in a sender-receiver game with rational expectations. In Section
3 we consider a range of diﬀerent applications with mean-variance news preferences, and extend the
model to asymmetric news weights. In Section 4 we test for distortion using our main application
of segment earnings reports. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2

The model

2.1

Example

A manager has
ability

projects where performance

and a measurement error

symmetric logconcave density

, so

and the

=

on each is an additive function of the manager’s
+

. The prior distribution of

is given by the

are i.i.d. normal with zero mean and a s.d.

with non-

degenerate independent distribution

. The manager, who may or may not know the realization

of , knows the realized values of

and can shift some resources to selectively boost reported

performance e on one or more projects at the expense of lower reported performance on other

projects. A receiver does not know

but knows the prior distributions and sees the

or the true

performance reports e after the manager may have distorted them. What distortions make the

manager look best?

Suppose that the manager wants to maximize the receiver’s expectation of the manager’s ability
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given the priors and the reports. For simplicity, in this example assume the receiver naively
believes that the reported

are the true

of the prior and the performance news
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has density
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2
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freedom.6

When the news is more consistent as measured by a lower standard deviation , the receiver

infers that the
This makes
estimate of

are less noisy in the sense that there is more weight on lower values of
less variable so the news mean

in (2).

is a more precise signal of . Hence the posterior

in (1) puts more weight on the news relative to the prior. If the news is more favorable

than the prior, then this greater weight on the news helps the manager.
To see this suppose there are two projects, the prior ( ) for manager ability is normal with
mean 0 and s.d. 2, and the prior for the variance of project performance is
that performance on both projects is generally good,

=1

2.

Suppose

0, but one project is doing better. The

manager can shift resources to strengthen the better project at the expense of the worse project
which lowers consistency, or instead can shore up the worse project at the expense of the better
project which raises consistency. This is seen in Figure 1(a) where the diﬀerent strategies lead to a
more or less variable distribution of ( − | ). In particular, suppose the manager can distort the

true performance

= (3 2 7 2) to either

= (1 4) or

= (2 3). As seen in the ﬁgure both reports

have the same mean = 5 2 but favoring the worse project leads to more consistent performance
p
p
with = 1 2 rather than = 9 2, and this consistency implies that the mean is a more
precise estimate of .

It would seem that more precise good news should lead to stronger updating of , and this is
seen in the upper right quadrant of Figure 1(b) which shows contour sets for
= (2 3) makes the news seem more reliable than the report

[ | ]. The report

= (1 4), so the audience puts

more weight on the news relative to the prior distribution of , leading to very diﬀerent posterior
6

This Jeﬀreys prior for

corresponds to the inverse gamma distribution with parameters
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=1

= 0.

Figure 1: Eﬀects of selective news distortion on consistency and posterior estimate
estimates of the manager’s ability. These eﬀects are reversed if overall performance is worse than
the prior. Looking at the lower left quadrant of the ﬁgure, when both projects are doing poorly the
manager wants to shift resources to the better project and thereby increase the chance the overall
bad outcome was due to the noisiness of the environment, so that the receiver relies less on the
news and more on the prior distribution of .
These diﬀerential incentives to distort the news imply that the variance of selectively distorted
news will be lower (i.e., the news will be more consistent) when it is favorable rather than unfavorable. With enough instances of such situations, distortion can then be detected probabilistically
from this predicted diﬀerence. In the following we allow for any number of data points, for diﬀerent
priors, for diﬀerent sender preferences beyond just maximizing the posterior mean, for diﬀerent
pieces of news having diﬀerent precision, and analyze a sender-receiver game where the receiver
rationally anticipates distortion by the sender. We ﬁnd that the same incentives to distort the
consistency of the news remain and the same implications for distortion detection continue to hold.

2.2

Consistency and precision

Continuing the statistical framework introduced in the example, we are interested more generally
in when greater consistency of the news as represented by a lower standard deviation
mean

is a more precise signal of , and when a more precise signal of

implies the

is more persuasive in that

it implies stronger updating in the direction of the signal. Looking back at Figure 1(a) notice that
p
p
( − | = 1 2) is more peaked than ( − | = 9 2). In fact, the former signal is more precise
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in the stronger sense of uniform variability, i.e., for
=

increasing below the mode at

more spread out for higher values of

0

the ratio ( − | )

( − | 0 ) is strictly

and strictly decreasing thereafter, so that
on each side of its

mode.7

is increasingly

The following lemma shows that

this holds more generally. All proofs are in the Appendix.
Lemma 1 Suppose for a given

that

= +

has independent non-degenerate distribution
0

( − | ) for

for = 1

where i.i.d.

∼

2)

(0

and

2

satisﬁes ( − | 0 ) Â

. Then the distribution of

.

This result establishes that more consistent news makes the mean of the news a more precise
signal of

in the strong sense of uniform variability. We now show generally when ordering of a

by uniform variability orders the eﬀect on the posterior estimate for good and bad news.8

signal

Lemma 2 Suppose ( − | ) is a symmetric quasiconcave density where ( − | 0 ) Â
0

for

≥

, and

[ ] and

( ) is independent, symmetric, and logconcave. Then

[ |

]≤

0]

[ |

if

≤

[ |

[ ].

( − | )

] ≥

[ |

0]

if

Regarding these conditions, just to ensure that seemingly good news really is good news, i.e.,
that news

[ ] implies

[ | ]

[ ], we need that the prior ( ) is symmetric and that

is symmetric and quasiconcave (Chambers and Healy, 2012).9 The additional logconcavity and
uniform variability conditions, which are both likelihood ratio conditions under our continuity
assumptions,10 ensure that more precise good news is better. The approach of the proof in the
Appendix is to break

into its two parts above and below . If the mode of

more mass in the lower part of
opposite if the mode of

so an increase in

that spreads out

is below , there is

lowers the mean, and the

is above . The likelihood ratio conditions ensure that the densities do

not interact to produce counterintuitive results over some regions.
Applying Lemma 1 and letting

and

take the roles of

and

in Lemma 2 establishes the

following result that more consistent news is indeed more persuasive in the sense of moving the
posterior estimate in the direction of the mean of the news.
7

The uniformly more variable order, introduced by Whitt (1985) along with the stronger logconcave order, is

satisﬁed by most standard symmetric distributions including the t-distribution used in Figure 1.
8
The closest result we know of is by Hautsch, Hess, and Muller (2012), who consider a normal prior and normal
news of either high or low precision, with a noisy binary signal of this precision. Most of the related literature
considers expectations of convex or concave functions of the state, e.g., SOSD results for concave ( ). As we show
in Section 3.4, the eﬀects of news precision on the posterior estimate of ( ) can be ordered for all news only if
linear.
9
As Chambers and Healy show, Milgrom’s results on when
but
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0

[ | ]

0

is more favorable than

do not rule out

[ ]

[ | ] without additional conditions on , i.e., two pieces of seemingly good news can be ranked

by MLR dominance and yet both be bad. See Finucan (1973) and O’Hagan (1979) for related results.
10
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( ) for any
0. Uniform variability is, for 0

to ( − | ) Â
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Proposition 1 Suppose for a given
2

and

has independent distribution

[ |

] ≤ 0 if

≥

[ ] and

that

=

+

for

=1

∼

(0

2)

, and ( ) is independent, symmetric, and logconcave. Then
[ |

] ≥ 0 if

≤

[ ].

We use the case of a biased sender who wishes to maximize
the general mean-variance news preferences introduced below.

2.3

where i.i.d.

[ |

] as our main application of

Mean-variance news preferences

To analyze the sender’s distortion incentives, it is helpful to think more generally of sender preferimplies

ences over the news. Normality of

and are suﬃcient statistics for the information in the

news , so any information-based preferences must be a function of these statistics rather than the
ﬁne details of the news. We will consider general mean-variance news preferences
by a sender such that, denoting partial derivatives by subscripts,

for all (
=

[ |

(

)

0 for

(

) = 0 for

(

)

[ ]
=

0 for

(3)

[ ]
[ ]

) ∈ R × R+ .11 As established above in Proposition 1,
], and clearly the conditions are also satisﬁed if

In Section 3 we provide other situations where

: R × R+ −→ R

satisﬁes these conditions if

is any increasing function of

[ |

].

satisﬁes these conditions. As analyzed further in

Section 3.4, these are sender preferences over the mean and variance (or standard deviation) of the
news , not investor or other receiver preferences over the mean and variance of the state

as in

traditional mean-variance models (e.g., Meyer, 1987). We do not restrict the sign of

) and

in Section 3.2 we consider the issue of “too good to be true” news preferences where

(
(

) is not

monotonic.
To see the incentive to selectively distort the news, note that
=

1

=

−
( − 1)

(4)

so every data point has the same eﬀect on , but the eﬀect on the variance is increasing in the size
of

relative to . Since a lower

helps when

[ ] and hurts when

[ ], the marginal

gain is higher from increasing lower data points in the former case, and from increasing higher data
points in the latter case. In particular if the best news is exaggerated this increases

and also

increases , so the eﬀects on the posterior estimate counteract each other if

[ ] but reinforce

[ ]. And if the worst news is exaggerated this increases

but also decreases ,

each other if
11

We focus on preferences over summary statistics of multiple signals, but the analysis also applies to preferences

over one signal with known variability,

(

), when the variability parameter
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can be directly inﬂuenced.

Figure 2: Segment earnings management,

=

so the eﬀects on the posterior estimate reinforce each other if

[ |

]

[ ] but counteract each other

[ ].

if

Proposition 2 For
(

)≤

,

satisfying (3) and

(

) if

≤

[ ].

Figure 2 shows the posterior mean as a function of

(

) ≥

and

(

for

) if

≥

[ ], and

= 4 and a prior of zero.

Applied to our main application of segment earnings management described further in Section 4,
if management wants to increase the posterior estimate of their ability
news of diﬀerent units

, the ﬁgure represents indiﬀerence curves in (

that the true news is generally favorable,

1

= 0 to

1

) space. First suppose

= (0 1 2 3) as in the right side of the ﬁgure. Under the

constant mean constraint suppose the best news is exaggerated from
news lowered from

based on the performance

4

= −1. The mean stays the same but

= 3 to

4

= 4 and the worst

increases so the posterior

estimate falls as seen from “Help best”. If instead, the worst news is raised from
and best news lowered from

4

= 3 to

4

= 2 then

= 0 to

1

=1

falls and the posterior mean rises substantially

as seen from “Help worst”. If the true news is generally unfavorable,
left side of the ﬁgure, then these eﬀects are reversed.

2.4

1

= (−3 −2 −1 0) as in the

Optimal and equilibrium distortion

So far we have analyzed the sender’s marginal incentive to distort diﬀerent news, but the actual
distortion choice depends on what constraints the sender faces, and may also depend on whether
or not the receiver anticipates distortion. We consider both optimal distortion when the receiver
is “naive” and does not anticipate distortion, and also equilibrium distortion when the receiver

9

is “sophisticated” and rationally anticipates distortion. We will show that the simple distortion
strategy when the receiver is naive is also an equilibrium strategy when the receiver is sophisticated.
Let e( ) be the sender’s pure strategy of reporting e based on true news

estimates the posterior distribution of

given her priors

. The receiver

, the observed news e, and

and

her beliefs that map e to the set of probability distributions over R . In the naive receiver case
the receiver does not anticipate distortion so receiver beliefs put all weight on

= e. In the

sophisticated receiver case the receiver’s beliefs are consistent with the sender’s strategy along the
equilibrium path. Therefore if e( ) is one-to-one the receiver puts all weight on

= e−1 (e( )). If

according to e( ) and Bayes’ rule given

not the receiver weights the distribution of

and

. If

the sender makes a report that is oﬀ the equilibrium path the beliefs put all weight on whichever
type is willing to deviate for the largest set of rationalizable payoﬀs, i.e., we impose the standard
D1 reﬁnement (Cho and Kreps, 1987).
We assume the sender’s preferences

) satisfy (3) so, from the sender’s perspective, the

(

receiver’s beliefs about the distribution of the true
about the distribution of

can be summarized by the receiver’s belief

which we denote by ( |e). The sender maximizes her expected utility
Z

∞

(

)

0

( |e)

(5)

subject to a constant mean constraint and a maximum distortion constraint,
X
X
e − = 0 and
|e − | ≤

where

(6)

0 is the maximum total distortion across the news.

First consider the naive receiver case. When the news is generally unfavorable,
sender wants to increase

as much as possible. Supposing

[ ], the

= 2 and looking back at the bottom

left quadrant of Figure 1(b) the sender will want to make the smaller

even smaller. So starting

at any point on the dashed line that represents a constant mean , the sender will want to move
further away from the center where
and adding it to the larger
1

≤ ··· ≤

1

=

. If

, from (4) for any

2

and toward either edge by taking

2 from the smaller

2, this same logic applies. Relabeling the news such that

the largest increase in

increased, so the sender simply decreases

1

by

occurs when

2 and increases

by

1

is decreased and

2, which satisﬁes (6).

[ ], the sender wants to decrease

When the news is generally favorable,

is

as much as

possible. From the upper right quadrant of Figure 1(b) the sender wants to move inward along the
dashed line toward the center where
2 and decreases

2

by

total distortion budget. If
and

1

=

2.

Therefore if

2, and if not the sender just sets

2
1

−

=

1
2

≥

the sender increases

1

by

without having to exhaust the

2, the sender will start by squeezing in the most extreme news

1

. As they are moved inward they might bump into other data points, which then need to be

moved in jointly from either side until the budget of
10

2 distortion on either side, which maintains

the prior mean, is exhausted. If all the data starts out suﬃciently close, the data is completely
before the budget is exhausted. This strategy is speciﬁed in Proposition 3

squeezed to the mean
below.

Now consider the sophisticated receiver case and suppose that the sender follows the same
strategy as in the naive receiver case. Suppose
general. When

= 2, though the proof in the Appendix is more

[ ], reports on the equilibrium path can be inverted by a sophisticated receiver

to back out the true , but some reports are not on the equilibrium path. Looking again at Figure
1(b) if

= 1 then for any

such that

= −5 2, a report on the dashed line between (−3 −2) and

(−2 −3) should never be observed. As we show in the proof of Proposition 3, in such cases it is
always the “worst type”

1

=

2

with the lowest

that is (weakly) willing to deviate to such an

oﬀ the path report for the largest range of rationalizable payoﬀs. Therefore, by the D1 reﬁnement,
the receiver should assume that such a deviation was done by this type. Given such beliefs, even
the worst type gains nothing from deviation. When

[ ], if the reports for the projects diﬀer,

a sophisticated receiver can again invert the equilibrium strategy and back out the true , but
otherwise there is some pooling. In the example of Figure 1(b), if

= 1 then for all

between

(2 3) and (3 2) the sender will report (5 2 5 2) so the receiver cannot invert the reports. In this
case the receiver will form a belief over the true

that induces a distribution over

where

is

always smaller that when the receiver is thought to be outside of the region between (2 3) and
(3 2). Since the sender prefers a lower

and any other report will lead the receiver to infer the

sender is outside this region with a higher , the sender has no incentive to deviate.
Following this logic the optimal strategy when the receiver is naive is also an equilibrium strategy
when the receiver is sophisticated, leading to the following proposition. Since the equilibrium is
fully separating for

≤

[ ], the receiver correctly “backs out” the true values by discounting the

reported values according to the equilibrium strategy. However the equilibrium is partially pooling
for

≥

[ ], so some information is lost even though receivers correctly anticipate distortion.

[ ] then the sender’s optimal strategy is
P
+ 2, and e =
for 6= 1 . If
[ ] then (a) if
| − |≤
e1 = 1 − 2 e =
−
→
←
−
for ≤ , e =
for ≥ , and e = for
then e = for all ; (b) if not then e =
P
P
→
−
→
−
→
−
←
−
←
−) = 2 subject
where
solves
− ) = 2 subject to
≤ , and
solves
=1 (
= ( −
→. (ii) Assume the receiver is sophisticated. Then the sender’s strategy in (i) is a perfect
≥−
to
Proposition 3 (i) Assume the receiver is naive. If

Bayesian equilibrium.

This distortion strategy leads to a higher variance for e than for

variance for e than for

when

when

[ ], and lower

[ ]. By our symmetry assumptions on the prior density of

and on the news given , the expected standard deviation of the true

is the same for any

equidistant from the prior on either side. Therefore the reported standard deviation for e should
11

on average be higher below the prior than above the prior.12
Proposition 4 The distortion strategy in Proposition 3 implies that, in expectation, (e) is higher
[ ] than when

when

[ ].

This result is our main testable implication of the model.

3

Applications and extensions

We now develop the mean-variance news preferences idea further by considering diﬀerent applications where the sender’s preferences
below the prior and

for

(

0 for

) have the general fan-shape of Figure 2 where
above the

preferences is where risk aversion may lead to

prior.13

0

An important counterexample to these

0 for all , as shown in Section 3.4. An extension

to weighted means and weighted standard deviations is given in Section 3.5. This extension is used
in our test of earnings management in Section 4. For each case we focus on the underlying distortion incentives, though the analysis can be extended in the same manner as above to equilibrium
distortion.

3.1

Posterior probability

Rather than maximizing their estimated skill, a manager might want to maximize the estimated
probability that they are competent so as to attain a promotion or avoid a demotion (Chevalier and
Ellison, 1999). This can be modeled as maximizing the posterior probability that

exceeds some

level. In the Appendix we establish Lemma 3 which is an equivalent to Lemma 2 for the posterior
probability

( |

) rather than the posterior estimate

gives the following result that implies

= Pr[

[ ]|

[ |

]. Letting

=

and

=

then

] has the properties of (3). Hence the

predictions for selective news distortion are the same as those for maximizing estimated skill.
Result 1 For
≥ .

≥

[ ],

Pr[

|

]

≤ 0 for all

≤ , and for

≤

[ ],

Pr[

|

]

≥ 0 for all

The introductory examples of Figures 1 and 2 showed how a manager would have an incentive
to shift resources to help better or worse performing projects to maximize the posterior estimate of
their ability. Figure 3(a) shows the same case as Figure 2 except the manager wants to maximize
12

In practice there might be other constraints such as not all news can be distorted, or distortion might be costly,

with some distortions more costly than others. This same prediction applies for the naive receiver case since the
sender never beneﬁts from a higher

when news is good or a lower

when news is bad. Whether the prediction

extends generally to sophisticated receivers has not yet been veriﬁed.
13
In some situations
might depend on details of the performance news rather than on
might aﬀect

and , e.g., individual

directly because a manager’s compensation depends on how individual units perform.

12

Figure 3: Applications with mean-variance news preferences
the probability that his skill
indicates Pr[

0|

(

)

is above the prior which is normalized to zero. As the above result

] is decreasing in

if

0 and increasing in

if

0, so the manager

prefers to help the worst project in good times and the best project in bad times.14

3.2

Too good to be true

Can news be so good that it is no longer credible? Dawid (1973) and O’Hagan (1979) show that
an increase in a single piece of news
[ | ], and in particular that lim

case where
14

is normal and

−1 (

[ | ] =

[ ] if

has thinner tails than , including the

is the -distribution. Subramanyan (1996) shows that if

We have assumed that the prior

distribution of

→∞

can be “too good to be true” in that it might decrease

2

then the posterior

− 1 degrees of freedom, so the probability that

0 is given by

is informative, but if

is the t-distribution with

is normal

is uninformative and

= 1

) and the indiﬀerence curves in the ﬁgure are linear. Hence this result generalizes the t-distribution case

where an increase in

helps or hurts depending on the sign of .

13

and

is normal with uncertain variance, which includes the −distribution case, that as

increases

[ | ] is ﬁrst increasing and then decreasing.

= , these standard results imply that as

Applied to our environment with

[ ]

increases with a

ﬁxed the news can eventually become too good to be true.15 This eﬀect is aggravated or mitigated
changes, depending on its position relative to the mean. An increase in

when an individual
not only raises
raises

but also increases , so in the region where

has the double eﬀect of decreasing

] via both

[ |

[ |

]

0 an increase in

and . For

that

the two eﬀects

counteract each other so the too good to be true eﬀect is mitigated and potentially avoided.
Based on these diﬀerential eﬀects, it is possible to increase

and avoid the too good to

be true problem entirely through selective distortion. Suppose the total distortion constraint is
P
|e − | ≤ for some given
0. If the sender reports e1 = 1 + ( 2 + ) and e =
−(

ously as

2 − ) for 0 ≤

≤

2 then

falls discontinuously for any such

increases from zero. Therefore by the continuity of

it is always possible to choose an

that raises

[ |

[ |

] in

while

increases continu-

and , if

[ |

] even in the range where

[ |

]

]

0

0.

These two results, and the equivalents for unfavorable news, are stated in the following proposition.
Result 2 (i) If

[ |

] ≥ 0 then

[ |

]

0 for all

, and if

[ |

] ≤ 0 then
[ | ] 0 for all
. (ii) For any
0 and , there exists a distortion e such that e
0
0
[ | ], and an alternative distortion e0 such that e
and [ |e e0 ]
[ | ].
and [ |e e]

This result is shown in Figure 3(b) where the environment is the same as Figure 2 except the

prior has lower variance so that as

increases and becomes less reliable the posterior

[ |

]

converges more quickly to the prior in the pictured range. As seen on the right side of the ﬁgure,
increasing all the

keeps

to the prior, but if

is selectively distorted with increases in the smaller data points this is avoided.

the same and

[ |

] falls as the data becomes less believable relative

By the same logic even in the range of “too bad to be true” on the left side of the ﬁgure, it is possible
to reduce

[ |

] further by selective reduction of

that focuses on reducing

by reducing the

largest data points.
The same analysis extends to posterior probabilities. Dawid (1973) shows that not only does
the mean revert to the prior when

has thinner tails than , but the entire posterior distribution

reverts to the prior distribution, so lim
15

If

But if

is such that

→∞ Pr[

|

] = 1− ( ) for any .16 The same selective

is the t-distribution then news must eventually be too good to be true as O’Hagan shows.

is instead logconcave, which is also possible for mixtures of normals, then higher news must always be better

by an application of Milgrom’s good news result.
16
The basic model of Student (1908) already incorporates a version of the too good to be true idea due to its use of
the same data to estimate both the mean and the standard deviation. In particular, letting ( ) be the t-value, direct
calculations show that lim

→∞

( ) = 1, so if

0 and

is small enough that ( )

1, raising any

undermines the reliability of all the data so much that signiﬁcance decreases. Note that if

14

=1

2

eventually

and, counter to

distortion strategy used for the posterior mean above can then also be used to avoid the too good
to be true problem for the posterior probability.

3.3

Contrarian news distortion

The literature on news bias has focused on distortions that push a scalar news variable in the
source’s favored direction at some reputational or other cost (e.g., Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2006).
If there are multiple pieces of news, then the consistency of the news also becomes a factor that
the source can manipulate.17 For instance, opponents of action on climate change are claimed
to exaggerate evidence against the scientiﬁc consensus as part of a strategy of “seeding doubt”
(e.g., Oreskes and Conway, 2010),18 while proponents are claimed to make the consensus appear
stronger by downplaying opposing evidence. These are not the only distortion strategies available —
opponents could instead focus on downplaying evidence for the consensus, while proponents could
instead focus on exaggerating “scare stories” that are in the direction of the consensus.
Applying our model to such situations, deﬁne news as contrarian relative to other news if it
is on the prior’s side of the mean of the news and conforming otherwise. That is, for
is contrarian if

we say news

is contrarian if
downward increases

and conforming if
.19

and conforming if

, and for

For

[ ]

[ ] we say news

[ ] distorting contrarian news

and also lowers , while distorting contrarian news upward decreases

and also raises . So both sides — those who want a higher estimate and who want a lower estimate
— get a double eﬀect from focusing on distorting contrarian news in their favored direction. And
for

[ ] distorting contrarian news

upward or downward also generates a double eﬀect

for either side. In contrast, distorting conforming news always creates a trade-oﬀ of either making
the mean of the news more favorable but the consistency less favorable, or making the mean of
the news less favorable but the consistency more favorable. If
audience is persuaded to one side, which could be a function of
Pr[

or

) is the probability that the
[ |

] or, as in Section 3.1, of

], we have the following result by application of Proposition 2.

[ ]|

Result 3 Suppose the persuasion probability
=

(

(

) satisﬁes (3). For either side of a debate,

= 1 − , distorting contrarian news is more eﬀective than distorting conforming news.

our assumption,

is uninformative then ( | ) follows the t-distribution. So an informative

strengthens the too

0.
good to be true eﬀect by making it hold for all
17
Chakraborty and Harbaugh (2010) consider multidimensional news but without uncertainty over the news generating process. Their focus is on the implicit opportunity cost of pushing one dimension versus another.
18
Recently released internal memos from Exxon indicate an explicit strategy to “emphasize the uncertainty in
scientiﬁc conclusions” regarding climate change. NYT 11/7/2015.
19
Recall that “news” in our model comes from the same data generating process so that the credibility of all the
news rises and falls with its consistency. Data from diﬀerent processes is modeled as contributing to the prior. This
makes the question of whether a given analysis really follows standard methods, and hence has the spillover eﬀects
we analyze, of particular importance and hence a likely area of controversy.
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Returning to our career concerns environment, suppose that some investors oppose current management and others support management, and the evidence is the performance of diﬀerent units.
Then, if performance is generally good, opponents gain most from “spinning” the performance of
the weakest units as particularly bad, while proponents gain most from spinning the performance
of such units as less bad than they appear, and the opposite if performance is generally bad. For
instance, following a standard random utility model, suppose the probability that the board is
¡
¢
persuaded to retain current management is
= [ | ] 1 + [ | ] , as shown in Figure 3(c).
Since the news mean is above the prior in the ﬁgure, opponents want to make contrarian evidence

more damaging and opponents want to make it less damaging, and neither side beneﬁts much from
distorting conforming news. Given the deﬁnition of contrarian news, the same holds if the news
mean is below the prior. In general the model implies that debates are likely to focus on the exact
meaning of the most contrarian evidence, and such evidence is a good place to look for signs of
distortion.

3.4

Risk aversion

As shown above, the mean-variance news model satisﬁes (3) when sender utility is a monotonic
function of the posterior estimate of

or of the posterior probability that

sender cares more generally about the distribution of
in an asset pricing context, if

then

exceeds the prior. If the

might not satisfy (3). For instance,

is the true proﬁtability of the ﬁrm then undiversiﬁed investors may

be particularly concerned about the chance of low realizations of . Given such risk aversion by
investors, the ﬁrm will be concerned with how the variance of news about

aﬀects the investor’s

expected utility rather than just the expected value of .
To see this, suppose the sender is a ﬁrm,

is the ﬁrm’s true value, and the receiver is a risk

averse investor with utility ( ). The investor’s valuation of the asset, and the payoﬀ to the ﬁrm,
are increasing in the investor’s expected utility
Meyer (1987), since

and

[ ( )|

]. Following the general argument in

are suﬃcient statistics for , and since we are taking the prior ( ) as

given, the investor must have a “mean-variance” utility function in our environment in the sense
that no other information matters. However, due to the interaction between the news and the prior,
risk aversion by the investor need not imply that the sender prefers lower news variance. For good
news, lower variance is doubly helpful for the sender since it raises the posterior mean and reduces
the chance of very bad outcomes. But for bad news, lower variance lowers the posterior mean
even if it reduces the chance of very bad outcomes, so higher variance may be preferred. Hence
this situation is distinct from standard mean-variance utility models that focus on the investor’s
preference regarding variance in

rather than on the ﬁrm’s preference regarding variance in news

about .
In particular, Lemma 4 in the Appendix establishes that for
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0

,

R

−∞

( |

0

)

R

( |

−∞

)

for all

if

[ ], and

The former result establishes that

( |

R

0

( |

−∞

) Â

)
0

( |

R

−∞

) if

( |

)

for all

if

[ ].

[ ] which, together with

Lemma 2 and Proposition 1, implies part (i) of the following for a risk averse sender. The latter
result implies part (ii) for a risk-loving sender. Together parts (i) and (ii) imply part (iii), as already
established directly in Proposition 1.
Result 4 Suppose
≤ 0 if

concave
≥

[ ] and

is an increasing function of
≥

≥ 0 if

[ ]; (ii) for
≤

[ |

≤

] where

is increasing. (i) For

[ ]; and (iii) for

linear

case for constant absolute risk aversion,

both increases

less spread out so the gains from reducing
decreases

≥ 0 if

[ ].

Figure 3(d) shows the concave
realm of good news, smaller

convex

[ ( )|

[ |

= −

≤ 0 if

−

. In the

] and lowers uncertainty by making ( |

)

are accentuated. In the realm of bad news, a smaller

] but reduces uncertainty so much that the sender is better oﬀ. So, in this

example, risk aversion not only adds to the negative information eﬀect of a higher

for good news,

it is strong enough to reverse the positive information eﬀect for bad news so that

0 for both

good and bad news. Similarly, risk lovingness not only adds to the positive information eﬀect of a
higher

for bad news, it can be strong enough to reverse the negative information eﬀect for good

news so that

3.5

0 for both good and bad news.

Asymmetric news weights

So far we have assumed a symmetric environment where each project contributes equally to estimating the posterior value of . If projects vary predictably in size, the noise terms for each project
might have diﬀerent variances rather than be identically distributed. In this extension we show that
a weighted mean-variance model is the same statistically as the symmetric model with appropriate
substitution of weighted parameters. Moreover, under natural assumptions that ﬁt environments
including our segment earnings application, the strategic implications are also the same.
P
Suppose that ∼ (0 2
) for each project where the weights
=
are known and
2

is distributed according to
as before. Deﬁning the weighted mean and standard deviation
³P
´1 2
P
2
as
=
and
=
(
−
)
(
−
1)
, it is straightforward to verify
=1
=1

that (

−

) is the same as (2) with

2

and

in place of

and

2,

so the same result

from Lemma 2 for uniform variability holds with these weighted suﬃcient statistics. Therefore in
the environments above where we show that

(

) satisﬁes (3) then

(

) also satisﬁes the

equivalent of (3).
=

Regarding distortion incentives, note that

not have the same eﬀect on the weighted mean, and

so distortion of diﬀerent news need
¡
¢
(( − 1) ) so the
=
−

ordering eﬀects on the standard deviation are also sensitive to the weights. As we now show the
17

distortion incentives of the main model are restored if the eﬀects of distortion on each piece of
news are also weighted by the inverse of the variances. We show this weighting occurs naturally
in our segment earnings environment when segment performance is segment earnings
segment assets

, so Return on Assets (ROA) is

Suppose there are

and the ﬁrm distorts

.

diﬀerent earnings segments and diﬀerent size segments are captured by
diﬀerent subsegments of equal size. Let subsegment earnings

each segment being composed of
of the k

=

divided by

= +

subsegment of the th segment be

is i.i.d. normal with mean 0 and s.d.

for = 1

. By normality,

and

[ ]=

[Σ

=1
]=

=1

where
2.

Suppose

that each subsegment has identical assets normalized to 1, so that total assets for each segment
=

are

and total ﬁrm assets are

[ ] =

is

[

] =

1

= Σ =1 . Then the variance of segment ROA performance

[Σ

2

] =

=1

1

2

2

=

1

2,

which is inversely proportional to

segment size.
Using weights

=

the weighted mean and standard deviation of the ﬁrm’s performance are

then
X

=

⎛
X
=⎝

and

=1

so

Ã

=1

=

1

and

−
=

X
=1

⎞1

!2

2

( − 1)⎠

( − )
( − 1)

(7)

(8)

It is easier to manipulate the ROA of a smaller segment due to the smaller denominator, but smaller
segments have less weight, so shifting earnings from one segment to another does not aﬀect the
P
P
weighted mean
=
, which equals the ﬁrm’s overall ROA
=1
=1 . Since the ROA of

larger segments has lower variance, any distortion of their ROA has a bigger impact on the posterior
estimation of , but any change in earnings has a relatively smaller impact on ROA for a bigger
segment, so again the eﬀects cancel out and the relative gains from distorting segment performance
continue to hold. These eﬀects are seen in (8), which reduces to the symmetric case of (4) for
and

=1

= .

Therefore the above case where

=

and distortion is of

where

=

is an example

of the following more general result.
Result 5 If

∼

2

(0

same restrictions on

(

) where

is known then the above asymmetric model generates the

) as the symmetric model does for

(

), and also generates the

same relative distortion incentives for the sender if distortion ability is inversely proportional to
.
Since earnings segments often vary substantially in size, we use this weighted model for our
empirical analysis of segment earnings distortion, and in particular we consider how changes in cost
allocations across segments aﬀect earnings

and hence aﬀect segment ROA
18

=

.

4

Empirical Test  Earnings Management Across Segments

We now turn to an empirical test of the theory. In earnings reports, managers of US public rms
have discretion in how to attribute total rm earnings to business segments operating in dierent
industries. The reporting of earnings across segments is therefore one aspect of earnings management, whereby a managers tries to inuence the short-run appearance of the rm's protability,
or of her own managerial ability, by adjusting reported earnings. The shifting of total rm earnings across time is a well-studied topic in the theoretical and empirical literature (e.g., Stein, 1989;
Kirschenheiter and Melamud, 1992), but the shifting of earnings across segments has not received
as much attention.

In particular, the strategy of inuencing the consistency of earnings across

segments has not, to our knowledge, been analyzed theoretically or empirically.

4.1

20

Overview of Empirical Setting

Segment earnings (also known as segment prots or EBIT) are a key piece of information used by
boards and investors when evaluating rm performance and managerial quality. In a survey of 140
star analysts, Epstein and Palepu (1999) nd that a plurality of nancial analysts consider segment
performance to be the most useful disclosure item for investment decisions, ahead of the three main
rm-level nancial statements (statement of cash ows, income statement, and balance sheet).
Under regulation SFAS No.

14 (19761997) and SFAS No.

131 (1997present), managers

exercise substantial discretion over the reporting of segment earnings.

21 Firms are allowed to re-

port earnings based upon how management internally evaluated the operating performance of its
business units. In particular, segment earnings are approximately equal to sales minus costs, where
costs consist of costs of goods sold; selling, general and administrative expenses; and depreciation,
depletion, and amortization. As shown in Givoly et al. (1999), the ability to distort segment earnings is primarily due to the manager's discretion over the allocation of shared costs to dierent
segments.

20

22 This discretion over cost allocations approximately matches our model of strategic dis-

The literature has considered issues such as withholding segment earnings information for proprietary reasons

(Berger and Hann, 2007), the eects of transfer pricing across geographic segments on taxes (Jacob, 1996), and
the channeling of earnings to segments with better growth prospects (You, 2014).

Our analysis of the distortion

of allocations across segments is also related to the literature on the dark side of internal capital markets, e.g.,
Scharfstein and Stein (2000).

21

Prior to SFAS No. 131, many rms did not report segment-level performance because the segments were consid-

ered to be in related lines of business. SFAS No. 131 increased the prevalence of segment reporting by requiring that
disaggregated information be provided based on how management internally evaluated the operating performance of
its business units.

22

GE's 2015 10Q statement oers an example of managerial discretion over segment earnings: Segment prot

is determined based on internal performance measures used by the CEO ...

the CEO may exclude matters such

as charges for restructuring; rationalization and other similar expenses; acquisition costs and other related charges;
technology and product development costs; certain gains and losses from acquisitions or dispositions; and litigation
settlements or other charges ... Segment prot excludes or includes interest and other nancial charges and income
taxes according to how a particular segment's management is measured ... corporate costs, such as shared services,
employee benets and information technology are allocated to our segments based on usage.
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tortion of news under a xed mean and total distortion constraint. We assume that total segment
earnings are approximately xed in a period and managers have a limited amount of discretionary
costs that can be exibly allocated across segments to alter the consistency of segment earnings.
Our theory predicts that managers will distort segment earnings to appear more consistent when
overall rm news is good relative to expectations. When rm news is bad, managers will distort
segment earnings to appear less consistent.

23

By focusing on segment earnings management within a time period rather than rm-level earnings management over time, we are able to bypass an important dynamic consideration for the
management of earnings over time. The manager can only increase total rm-level earnings in the
current period by borrowing from the future, which limits the manager's ability to report high earnings again next period. In contrast, distortion of the consistency of earnings across segments in the
current period does not directly constrain the manager's ability to distort segment earnings again
next period. Nevertheless, dynamic considerations may still apply to how total reported earnings
this period are divided across segments. For example, investors may form expectations of segmentlevel growth using reported earnings for a particular segment. In this rst test of the theory, we
abstract away from these dynamic concerns and consider a manager who distorts the consistency
of segment earnings to improve short-run perceptions of her managerial ability, e.g., to improve the
manager's probability of receiving an outside job oer.
We empirically test whether segment earnings display abnormally high (low) consistency when
overall rm performance is better (worse) than expected.

Our analysis allows for the possibility

that the consistency of segment earnings varies with rm performance for other natural reasons.
For example, bad times may cause higher volatility across segments.

In addition, performance

across segments may be less variable during good times because good rm-level news is caused by
complementarities arising from the good performance of related segments. There may also be scale
eects, in that the standard deviation of news may naturally increase in the absolute values of the
news.

Therefore, we don't use zero correlation between the consistency of segment earnings and

overall rm performance as our null hypothesis.
Instead, we compare the consistency of reported segment earnings to a benchmark consistency
of earnings implied by segment-level sales data.

Like earnings, the consistency of segment sales

may vary with rm performance for natural reasons. However, sales are more dicult to distort
because they are reported prior to the deduction of costs. This benchmark consistency implied by

23

Our analysis is also motivated by anecdotal evidence that managers emphasize consistent or inconsistent segment

news depending on whether overall rm performance is good or bad. For example, Walmart's 2015 Q2 10Q highlights
balanced growth following strong performance, Each of our segments contributes to the Company's operating results
dierently, but each has generally maintained a consistent contribution rate to the Company's net sales and operating
income in recent years. In contrast, Hewlett-Packard CEO Meg Whitman highlights contrarian segment performance
after sharply negative growth in ve out of six segments in 2015, HP delivered results in the third quarter that reect
very strong performance in our Enterprise Group and substantial progress in turning around Enterprise Services.

20

segment sales leads to a conservative null hypothesis. Prior to strategic cost allocations, managers
may have already distorted the consistency of segment sales through transfer pricing or the targeted
allocation of eort and resources across segments. As a further test, we compare the consistency
of segment earnings in real multi-segment rms to that of counterfactual rms constructed from
matched single-segment rms. This benchmark captures natural changes in consistency that may
be driven by industry trends among connected segments during good and bad times.

4.2

Data and Empirical Framework

We use Compustat segment data merged with I/B/E/S and CRSP for multi-segment rms in the
years 1976-2014.

We restrict the sample to business and operating segments (some rms report

geographic segments in addition to business segments). We exclude observations if they are associated with a rm that, at any point during our sample period, contained a segment in the nancial
services or regulated utilities sectors, as these rms face additional oversight over their operations
and accounting disclosure. In our baseline analysis, we also exclude very small segments (segments
with assets in the previous year less than one-tenth that of the largest segment), although we explore
how our results vary with size ratios in supplementary analysis.
We follow the framework in Section 3.5, which extends the model to a setting with asymmetric
project weights. We measure segment earnings as EBIT (raw earnings) scaled by the segment assets
(assets are measured as the average over the current and previous year). We measure rm earnings
as the sum of segment EBIT divided by the sum of segment assets. This scaled measure of earnings
is also known as return on assets (ROA). We focus on this scaled measure of earnings because it
is commonly used by nancial analysts, investors, and corporate boards to assess performance and
is easily comparable across rms and segments of dierent sizes. Due to the scaling, rm earnings
are equal to the weighted mean of segment earnings, with the weight for each segment equal to
segment assets divided by total rm assets. As shown earlier in Section 3.5, rm earnings remain
constant even if costs are shifted strategically shifted across segments, which ts with our model in
which managers can distort the consistency of news, holding the weighted mean of news constant.
We measure the consistency of news as the weighted standard deviation of segment earnings, with
higher standard deviation implying lower consistency.
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We use segment sales data to construct a benchmark for how the consistency of segment earnings
would vary with overall rm news in the absence of strategic cost allocations. Consider segment

i

in rm

j

in year

t.

Total rm earnings (unscaled) equal total sales minus total costs (Ejt

=

Salesjt − Costsjt ) and segment earnings (unscaled) equal segment sales minus costs associated with
the segment (eijt
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= salesijt − costsijt ).

For our rst benchmark, we use a proportional costs

In supplementary results, omitted for brevity, we nd similar results if we instead equal-weight each segment

within a rm-year. Using equal weights, segment news is measured by EBIT scaled by assets within the segment,
and rm news is measured as the equal-weighted mean of segment news.
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assumption. We assume that, absent distortions, total costs are associated with segments according
to the relative levels of sales for each segment. Predicted segment earnings (scaled by segment assets

aij )

can be estimated as:

1
ed
ijt
=
aijt
aijt

!

salesijt
salesijt −
· Costsjt .
Salesjt

(9)

We estimate the predicted consistency as the log of the weighted standard deviation of the predicted
segment earnings:

sc
jt ≡ log SD

ed
ijt
aijt

!!

.

(10)

Our baseline regression specication tests whether the dierence between the actual standard deviation and predicted standard deviation of segment earnings depends on whether rm news exceeds
expectations:

goodnews
sjt − sc
+ controls + jt .
jt = βo + β1 Ijt
goodnews
Ijt

(11)

is a dummy variable for whether overall rm news exceeds expectations.

Controls include

year xed eects and the weighted mean of the absolute values of segment sales and earnings, to
account for scale eects in the average relationship between standard deviations and means in the
data. Standard errors are allowed to be clustered by rm.
We refer to
is

β1 = 0,

sjt − sc
jt as the abnormal standard deviation of segment earnings.

Our null hypothesis

i.e., that dierences between the actual and predicted standard deviations of segment

earnings are unrelated to whether the rm is releasing good or bad news overall. This null hypothesis
allows for the possibility that we predict the consistency of segment earnings with error, but requires
that the prediction error is uncorrelated with whether rm news exceeds expectations. Our model
of strategic distortion of consistency predicts that

β1 < 0, i.e., that the abnormal standard deviation

of segment earnings is lower when rm news is good than when rm news is bad.
We can also use industry data to improve the predictions of earnings consistency absent cost
allocation distortions.

Instead of assuming that total costs would be associated with segments

according to the relative levels of segment sales, we can further adjust using industry averages
calculated from single-segment rms in the same industry. This helps to account for the possibility
that some segments are in industries that tend to have very low or high costs relative to sales.
Let

γit

equal the average ratio of costs to sales among single segment rms in the SIC2 industry

corresponding to segment

i

in each year. Let

Zjt ≡

P

i (γit

· salesijt ).

Under an industry-adjusted

assumption, total costs are associated with segments according to the relative, industry-adjusted,
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level of sales of each segment:

γit · salesijt
salesijt −
Costsjt
Zjt

ed
1
ijt
=
aijt
aijt

!
(12)

We can then substitute the above denition for Equation (9) and reestimate our baseline regression
specication.
Our baseline specication assumes that the receiver focuses on earnings news in terms of the
level of earnings scaled by assets, otherwise known as ROA. The receiver of news may alternatively
focus on performance relative to other similar rms.

We can extend our analysis to the case in

which receivers of earnings news focus on earnings relative to the industry mean.

eijt
relative segment earnings as
aijt

− mit ,

mit

where

is the value-weighted mean earnings (also scaled

by assets) for the segment's associated SIC2 industry in year

Eijt
as
Aijt

− Mit ,

where

Mijt ≡

P  aijt 
i

Ajt

mit .

We measure

t.

We measure rm relative earnings

Using these measures, rm-level relative earnings is

equal to the weighted mean of segment relative earnings, with the weight for each segment again
equal to segment assets divided by total assets. The predicted relative earnings for each segment is
simply
let

ec
ijt
aijt

sjt − sc
jt

− mit ,

where

ec
ijt
aijt is as dened in Equations (9) or (12). Using these measures, we can

equal the dierence between the real and predicted log weighted standard deviations of

relative segment earnings and reestimate our baseline regression specication in Equation (11).
In Equation (11),

goodnews
Ijt

is a dummy variable for whether overall rm news exceeds expec-

tations. In our baseline specications,

goodnews
Ijt

indicates whether total rm earnings exceeds the

same measure in the previous year. In tests focusing on relative segment earnings, we can instead
let

goodnews
Ijt

be an indicator for whether total rm earnings exceeds the industry mean (Mijt ).

In supplementary tests, we nd similar results if

goodnews
Ijt

is an indicator for whether total rm

earnings exceeds zero, the break even point.
Finally, we can measure rm news continuously as (1) the dierence between total rm earnings
and the same measure in the previous year, or (2) the dierence between total rm earnings and the
industry mean (Mijt ). Our theory does not predict that the consistency of segment earnings should
increase

continuously

with rm performance.

Rather, the theory predicts a jump in abnormal

consistency when rm performance exceeds expectations.

For example, the theory predicts that

managers will increase consistency when rm news exceeds expectations, but not more so when
rm news greatly exceeds expectations.

However, the empirically-measured relationship between

the consistency of segment earnings and rm performance may be smooth because we use noisy
proxies for the expectations of those viewing the segment news disclosures.
Table 1 summarizes the data. Our baseline regression sample consists of 4,297 rms, corresponding to 23,276 rm-years observations. This nal sample is derived from an intermediate sample of
60,085 segment-rm-year observations. For a rm-year observation to be included in the sample,
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Table 1
Summary Statistics

This table summarizes the data used in our baseline regression sample. Each observation represents
a rm-year.

Segment earnings equal segment EBIT divided by segment assets (the average of

segment assets in the current and previous years). Segment sales are also scaled by assets. Firm
earnings and sales are equal to the weighted means of segment earnings and sales, respectively,
where the weights are equal to segment assets divided by total assets.

All means and standard

deviations are weighted and calculated using the segment data within each rm-year.

Good rm

news

is an indicator for whether rm earnings in the current year exceeds the level in the previous

year.

is an indicator for whether rm earnings exceeds the industry mean

Good relative rm news

(calculated as in Section 4.2) in the same year.
earnings is positive.

∆ Firm earnings

the current and previous years.

Firm earnings > 0

is an indicator for whether rm

measures the continuous dierence between rm earnings in

Firm relative earnings

measures the continuous dierence between

rm earnings and industry mean earnings in the current year.

Mean

Std. dev.

p25

p50

p75

Number of segments

2.575

0.936

2

2

3

Firm earnings ( = mean earnings)

0.134

0.146

0.067

0.129

0.199

Std. dev. earnings

0.115

0.133

0.037

0.076

0.141

Log std. dev. earnings

-2.705

1.145

-3.309

-2.582

-1.962

Firm sales ( = mean sales)

1.657

0.951

1.054

1.511

2.020

Std. dev. sales

0.545

0.573

0.184

0.371

0.701

Log std. dev. sales

-1.117

1.134

-1.694

-0.991

-0.356

Good firm news (dummy)

0.496

Good relative firm news (dummy)

0.558

Firm earnings > 0 (dummy)

0.895

∆ Firm earnings (continuous)

0.013

0.097

-0.021

0.014

0.047

Firm relative earnings (continuous)

0.012

0.249

-0.052

0.008

0.073

we require that the rm reports the same set of segments in the previous year, which allows us to
measure segment assets in the previous year as well as annual changes.

×

segment reporting format is excluded from the sample.

The rst year of a rm

We present summary statistics of the

weighted means and standard deviations of segment earnings and sales. All measures of earnings
and sales in this and future tables are scaled by assets unless otherwise noted.
Finally, we emphasize that throughout the empirical tests, we do not take a stand on whether
investors, boards, or other receivers of rm earnings news are sophisticated or naïve about the
distortion of consistency.

The main prediction from the model does not require that receivers

rationally expect distortion, just that they use the consistency of earnings as a measure of the
precision of the overall earnings signal and that managers react by manipulating consistency.
receivers do anticipate distortion, then as shown earlier, the same predictions apply.
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If

4.3

Empirical Results

Table 2
Consistency of Segment Earnings

The dependent variables in Columns 1 and 2 are the log standard deviation of segment earnings and sales,
respectively. The dependent variables in Columns 3 and 4 are the abnormal log standard deviations of
segment earnings, relative to predictions calculated using reported segment sales under a proportional costs
assumption and industry-adjusted assumption, respectively. Control variables include the good rm news
indicator, year xed eects, and controls for the absolute means of segment earnings and sales. All means
and standard deviations are weighted by segment assets divided by total assets. All earnings and sales
measures are scaled by assets. Standard errors are clustered by rm. *, **, and *** indicate signicance at
the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Good rm news
Cost assumption
Control for mean
Year FE
R2
Obs

SD Earnings
(1)
-0.0975∗∗∗
(0.0150)

SD Sales
(2)
0.0146
(0.0138)

Yes
Yes
0.0643
23276

Yes
Yes
0.129
23276

Abnormal SD Earnings
(3)
(4)
∗∗∗
-0.111
-0.0884∗∗∗
(0.0179)
(0.0198)
Prop
Ind adj
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.179
0.0231
23276
23276

We begin by using regression analysis to test our model prediction that segment earnings are
more consistent when rm news is good than when rm news is bad. Table 2 presents our main
results. Column 1 regresses the log of the weighted standard deviation of segment earnings on an
indicator for good rm news (whether rm earnings beat the same measure last year) as well as
controls for year xed eects and the absolute value of the mean of segment earnings and sales. We
nd support for the main model prediction that

β 1 < 0.

After controlling for general scale eects,

the standard deviation of segment earnings is lower when rm news is good than when it is bad. In
contrast, Column 2 shows that the standard deviation of segment sales does not vary signicantly
with the indicator for good rm news.
To more formally test whether the consistency of earnings appears to have been manipulated,
Column 3 estimates our baseline specication as described in Equation (11), which compares the
consistency of reported segment earnings to a benchmark consistency of segment earnings implied
by segment-level sales data. This specication helps to account for other natural factors that may
impact the variability of news across segments during good or bad times, assuming that these
factors similarly impact segment sales. We nd that good rm news corresponds to an abnormal
11% decline in the standard deviation of segment earnings. In Column 4, we nd similar results after
using an industry-adjusted assumption to create a benchmark consistency of segment earnings from
the reported sales data. Under an industry-adjusted assumption, good rm news corresponds to an
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abnormal 9 percent decline in the standard deviation of segment earnings. These results support a
model in which management distort cost allocations so that good earnings news is consistent and
bad earnings news in inconsistent.

Figure 4
Real vs. predicted consistency of segment earnings

These graphs show how the abnormal standard deviation of segment earnings varies with overall rm news.
The x-axis represents rm earnings in the current year minus rm earnings in the previous year. We
measure the abnormal standard deviation of segment earnings as the dierence between the log weighted
standard deviation of segment earnings in the real data and the log weighted standard deviation of predicted
segment earnings calculated from reported segment sales data. Predicted segment earnings are formed using
a proportional costs assumption in Panel A and an industry-adjusted assumption in Panel B, as described
in Section 4.2. We plot how the abnormal standard deviation of segment earnings varies with rm earnings,
after controlling for scal year xed eects. The curves represent local linear plots estimated using the
standard rule-of-thumb bandwidth. Gray areas indicate 90 percent condence intervals.

Panel B: Industry-adjusted assumption

Panel A: Proportional costs assumption

1

Abnormal std. dev. segment earnings

Abnormal std. dev. segment earnings

1

.5

0

-.5

.5

0

-.5
-.2

-.1

0
.1
Firm earnings relative to previous year

.2

-.2

-.1

0
.1
Firm earnings relative to previous year

.2

We can also visually explore the relationship between the consistency of segment earnings and
rm-level news. Figure 4 shows that the abnormal standard deviation of segment earnings is lower
when rm news is good than when rm news is bad.

We measure rm-level news relative to

expectations as the dierence between rm earnings in the current year and the same measure
in the previous year.

We measure the abnormal standard deviation of segment earnings as the

dierence between the log standard deviation of segment earnings in the real data and the log
standard deviation of predicted segment earnings calculated from reported segment sales data.
Focusing on the dierence between the actual and predicted measures helps to account for potential
unobserved factors that may cause the standard deviation of segment earnings dier between good
and bad times. These factors should similar aect reported segment sales. However, segment sales
are more dicult to manipulate because, unlike earnings, they are reported prior to the discretionary
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allocation of shared costs.
In Panels A and B, we use a proportional costs and industry-adjusted assumption, respectively,
to predict how earnings would look using reported sales data. Our null hypothesis is that prediction
error, i.e., the dierence between the standard deviations of real and predicted earnings, should be
uncorrelated with whether rm-level news exceeds expectations. Instead, we nd that the abnormal
standard deviation of earnings sharply declines around zero, when rm-level earnings exceeds the
same measure in the previous year. This supports our model prediction that managers strategically
allocate costs so that good news is consistent and bad news is inconsistent.
As noted previously, the model does not predict that the abnormal standard deviation of segment
earnings should decline continuously with rm performance. Instead, the theory predicts a discrete
drop in the abnormal standard deviation of earnings when rm performance exceeds expectations.
However, because we proxy for expectations with error, the observed relationship may look more
smooth. This is consistent with what we observe in both panels of Figure 4. The abnormal standard
deviation of segment earnings declines approximately continuously with rm earnings. In addition,
the slope is steepest near zero, when rm earnings in the current year is equal to earnings in
the previous year, suggesting that the previous year's earnings represents a reasonable proxy for
expectations.

Table 3
Consistency of Relative Segment Earnings

This table reestimates the results in Table 2 using performance measures relative to industry means.
Relative earnings, sales, and abnormal relative earnings are as dened in Section 4.2.
All other variables are as dened in Table 2.
Standard errors are clustered by
rm.
*, **, and *** indicate signicance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Good relative rm news
Cost assumption
Control for mean
Year FE
R2
Obs

SD Relative Earnings
(1)
-0.282∗∗∗
(0.0260)

SD Relative Sales
(2)
-0.126∗∗∗
(0.0236)

Yes
Yes
0.0669
23276

Yes
Yes
0.119
23276

Abnormal SD Relative Earnings
(3)
(4)
-0.180∗∗∗
-0.149∗∗∗
(0.0300)
(0.0324)
Prop
Ind adj
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.0728
0.0292
23275
23276

In our baseline analysis, we assume the receiver focuses on segment and rm earnings news in
terms of the level of earnings (which is equal to ROA because we scale by assets).
of news may alternatively focus on performance relative other similar rms.

The receiver

In Table 3, we can

extend our analysis to the case in which receivers focus on earnings relative to the industry mean.
As described in Section 4.2, we can measure relative segment earnings as segment earnings minus
the mean in the segment's SIC2 industry.

We measure rm level news as rm earnings minus
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the weighted mean performance of the rm's associated segment industries. The

news

good relative rm

indicator is equal to one if rm news exceeds the weighted industry mean. Using these relative

performance measures, we again nd evidence consistent with strategic distortion of segment news.
Column 1 shows that the standard deviation of segment relative earnings in much lower when
the rm is underperforming relative to its industry peers than when it is outperforming its peers.
Column 2 shows that the standard deviation of segment sales is also signicantly lower when the rm
is outperforming, although the absolute magnitude of

β1

is smaller than that for segment earnings.

This suggests that good times in terms of relative performance may naturally be associated with
lower variance in segment news (or that the manager has already strategically manipulated the
consistency of segment sales through targeted eort/resource allocation). However, Columns 3 and
4 show that the standard deviation of real segment earnings varies signicantly more with overall
rm news than predicted given the reported sales data. Under a proportional costs assumption in
Column 3, good relative rm news corresponds to an abnormal 18 percent decline in the standard
deviation of relative segment earnings. Under an industry-adjusted assumption in Column 4, good
relative rm news corresponds to an abnormal 15 percent decline in the standard deviation of
relative segment earnings.
Overall, the evidence is supportive of the model prediction that managers strategically allocate
shared costs so that standard deviation of segment earning declines more with good rm news
than implied by the reported sales data. As a placebo check, we can also compare the behavior of
the consistency of segment EBIT within true multi-segment rms with the consistency of matched
segments constructed using single-segment rm data. If our results are driven by industry trends
among connected segments during good or bad times, we expect to nd similar results with industrymatched placebo segments.
We take single-segment rms that have product lines that are comparable to segments in multisegment rms, and assign them together to mimic multi-segment rms. Specically, we match each
segment-rm-year observation corresponding to a real multi-segment rm to a single segment rm
in the same year and SIC2 industry that is the nearest neighbor in terms of Mahalanobis distance
for the lagged EBIT, assets, and sales (all unscaled to also match on size). We then regress the log
weighted standard deviation of the matched segment earnings, sales, or abnormal earnings on the
rm's performance measures, as in Equation (11). In Table 4, we nd that in these articial multisegment rms, there is no negative relation between rm performance and the standard deviations
of segment earnings or sales. Further, the abnormal standard deviation of segment earnings is not
signicantly related to the

good rm news

indicator. This is further evidence that managers in real

multi-segment rms use their control over cost allocations to distort reported segments earnings to
convey consistent good news and inconsistent bad news.
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Table 4
Consistency of Matched Segment Earnings

This table reestimates the results in Table 2 using matched segment earnings and sales data. We
match each segment-rm-year observation corresponding to a real multi-segment rm to a single
segment rm in the same year and SIC2 industry that is the nearest neighbor in terms of the Mahalanobis distance for the lagged unscaled levels of EBIT, assets, and sales. Using the matched data,
we calculated the log standard deviations and means of segment earnings, sales, and the abnormal
standard deviation of earnings. All other variables are as dened in Table 2. Standard errors are
clustered by rm. *, **, and *** indicate signicance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Good rm news
Cost assumption
Control for mean
Year FE
R2
Obs
4.4

SD Earnings
(1)
0.0232
(0.0184)

SD Sales
(2)
0.00911
(0.0166)

Yes
Yes
0.0119
17192

Yes
Yes
0.0825
17191

Abnormal SD Earnings
(3)
(4)
0.0176
0.0287
(0.0222)
(0.0244)
Prop
Ind adj
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.211
0.0353
17192
17192

Robustness

In this section, we show that our results are robust to reasonable alternative specications and
sample cuts. In Columns 1 through 4 of Table 5 Panel A, we examine the data before and after
the passage of SFAS No. 131 in 1997. SFAS No. 131 increased the prevalence of segment reporting
among US public rms by requiring that rms disclose segment performance if the segments are
evaluated internally as separate units, even if the segments operate in related lines of business. We
nd signicant evidence of distortion of segment earnings as predicted by the model in the periods
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before and after the policy change.

In Columns 5 and 6, we limit the sample to rms-years in which all segments are similar in
terms of size. In our main analysis, we give more weight to larger segments because they contribute
more to overall rm prots and may be more informative of managerial ability.

By limiting the

sample to rms with similarly-sized segments, we can further check that our results are not driven
by relatively small and potentially anomalous segments. After excluding observations in which the
size (as measured by assets in the previous year) of the largest segment exceeds the size of the
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Despite regulations mandating segment disclosure, rms may still have some leeway in terms of whether to disclose

segment data and which segments to disclose. In relation to our model, it would be very interesting to explore how the
choice of which segments to disclose depends on the manager's beliefs about whether overall rm news will be good
or bad. In practice, empirical investigation of this question is challenging because rms without major restructuring
episodes rarely switch reporting formats year to year and almost always continue to disclose a segment's performance
if they disclosed it in the past. Isolated deviations from this norm, e.g., when Valeant Pharmaceuticals switched from
reporting ve to two segments in 2012, are noted with great suspicion in the nancial press. Therefore, we focus our
empirical tests on manipulation of consistency after the rm has committed to release performance measures for a
set of segments.
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Table 5
Robustness

This table reestimates Columns 3 and 4 of Table 2 using alternative sample restrictions and control variables.
In Panel A, Columns 1 and 2 are restricted to scal years ending on or before 1997 (the year when SFAS
No. 131 passed) while Columns 3 and 4 are restricted for scal years ending after 1997. Columns 5 and 6
are restricted to rm-year observations in which the assets (measured in the previous year) of the largest
segment did not exceed the assets of the smallest segment by more than a factor of 2. In Panel B, Columns 1
and 2, we exclude control variables for the absolute mean of segment earnings and sales. In Columns 3 and 4,
we restrict the sample to observations in which the minimum level of segment sales in the previous rm-year
is above the 25th percentile in the sample in each year. In Columns 5 and 6, we add in control variables for
xed eects for each rm x segment reporting format (a segment reporting format is a consecutive period
in which the rm reports the same set of segments). All other variables are as dened in Table 2. Standard
errors are clustered by rm. *, **, and *** indicate signicance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Panel A
Abnormal SD Earnings
Good rm news
Cost assumption
Control for mean
Year FE
R2
Obs

Year<=1997
(1)
(2)
∗∗∗
-0.132
-0.0931∗∗∗
(0.0230)
(0.0248)
Prop
Ind adj
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.164
0.0189
14275
14275

Year>1997
(3)
(4)
∗∗∗
-0.0760
-0.0887∗∗∗
(0.0286)
(0.0333)
Prop
Ind adj
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.203
0.0324
9001
9001

Similarly Sized Segments
(5)
(6)
∗∗∗
-0.138
-0.0972∗∗∗
(0.0273)
(0.0311)
Prop
Ind adj
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.159
0.0221
10818
10818

Panel B
Abnormal SD Earnings
Good rm news
Cost assumption
Control for mean
Year FE
R2
Obs

No Mean Controls
(1)
(2)
-0.253∗∗∗ -0.134∗∗∗
(0.0193)
(0.0196)
Prop
Ind adj
No
No
Yes
Yes
0.0134
0.00974
23276
23276

Exclude Low Sales
(3)
(4)
-0.107∗∗∗ -0.100∗∗∗
(0.0207)
(0.0229)
Prop
Ind adj
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.166
0.0251
17454
17454
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Firm-Reporting Format FE
(5)
(6)
-0.0902∗∗∗
-0.0559∗∗
(0.0217)
(0.0244)
Prop
Ind adj
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.673
0.614
23276
23276

smallest segments by more than a factor of two, we continue to nd that the abnormal standard
deviation of segment earnings is signicantly smaller during good times than bad.
In Columns 1 and 2 of Panel B, we reestimate our baseline specication described by Equation
(11), but exclude controls for the absolute values of mean segment earnings and sales within each
rm-year.

In regressions in which the dependent variable is the standard deviation of segment

earnings or sales, these control variables help account for potential scale eects in which the standard
deviation of larger numbers naturally tend to be larger. However, our baseline specication tests
whether the dierence between the actual and predicted standard deviations of earnings is lower
when the rm is reporting good news overall. The predictions using segment sales should already
account for potential scale eects, implying that we do not need to further control for scale. We
nd qualitatively similar estimates, slightly larger in absolute magnitude, if we exclude these scale
controls.
In Columns 3 and 4, we show that our results are not caused by sales being bounded below by
zero. Unlike earnings, sales cannot be negative. The zero lower bound for sales may mechanically
limit the standard deviation of segment sales when overall rm news is bad. We nd similar results
after restricting the sample to observations in which the minimum level of segment sales in the
previous rm-year is above the 25th percentile in the sample.
Finally in Columns 5 and 6, we explore how the abnormal consistency of segment earnings
varies with rm news, after controlling for rm x reporting format xed eects (the set of reported
segments remain constant within a reporting format). We do not control for these xed eects in
our baseline specications because we wish to use both across-rm variation as well as within-rm
variation over time. After controlling for rm x reporting format xed eects, we continue to nd
a strong and signicant negative relationship between the abnormal standard deviation of segment
earnings and the

good rm news

indicator.

So far in the analysis, we have proxied for whether overall rm news exceeds expectations using
dummies for whether rm earnings exceeds the level in the previous year or the industry mean in
the same year. In Table 6, we nd similar results using alternative denitions of good rm news. In
Columns 1 and 2, we dene rm news to be good if earnings are positive, i.e., the rm is in the black
rather than the red. We again nd that the abnormal standard deviation of segment earnings is
signicantly lower when rm news is good, as measured by earnings being positive. Next, we move
to two continuous measures of rm news. As discussed previously, the model predicts a discrete
drop in the abnormal standard deviation of earnings when rm performance exceeds expectations.
However, the empirically-measured relationship between the consistency of segment earnings and
rm performance may be more smooth because we use noisy proxies for the expectations of those
viewing the segment news disclosures. In Columns 3 through 6, we nd that the abnormal standard
deviation of segment earnings declines signicantly with these continuous measures of rm news.
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Table 6
Alternative denitions of good rm news

This table explores alternative measures rm-level news. Columns 1 and 2 measure good rm
news using an indicator for whether rm earnings exceeds zero. Columns 3 and 4 use a continuous measure of rm news equal to the dierence between rm earnings in the current and
previous year. Columns 5 and 6 use a continuous measure of rm news equal to the dierence between rm earnings in the current year and the weighted industry mean, calculated as described
in Section 4.2. All other variables are as dened in Tables 2 and 3. Standard errors are clustered by rm. *, **, and *** indicate signicance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.
Abnormal SD:

Earnings
(1)
-0.694∗∗∗
(0.0398)

Firm earnings > 0
∆Firm earnings (cont)

(2)
-0.546∗∗∗
(0.0454)

Firm relative earnings (cont)
Cost assumption
Control for mean
Year FE
R2
Obs

Prop
Yes
Yes
0.197
23276

Ind adj
Yes
Yes
0.0332
23276

(3)

(4)

-0.495∗∗∗
(0.110)

-0.293∗∗
(0.114)

Prop
Yes
Yes
0.179
23276

Ind adj
Yes
Yes
0.0226
23276

Relative Earnings
(5)
(6)

-0.669∗∗∗
(0.0955)
Prop
Yes
Yes
0.0739
23275

-0.497∗∗∗
(0.100)
Ind adj
Yes
Yes
0.0294
23276

Finally, we explore how the results vary using an alternative average costs assumption to
predict how total costs within each rm-year would be associated with segments in the absence of
strategic distortions.
segment over time.

We use information on the average fraction of total costs assigned to each
For each segment, we calculate the average fraction of total costs that are

allocated to the segment, based upon reported segment earnings and sales over the entire period in
which a rm-reporting format exists in the data. For example, suppose a rm has three segments
A, B, and C. On average, over a ve year period, segment A is allocated 0.5 of total costs, segment
B is allocated 0.2 of total costs, and segment C is allocated 0.3 of total costs. We can then predict
segment earnings in each year, assuming that, absent strategic cost allocations, segments A, B, and
C would be assigned 0.5, 0.2, and 0.3, respectively, of total costs in each year. We then test whether
the dierence between the standard deviation of real segment earnings and these predicted earnings
varies with whether the rm is releasing good news overall. In other words, we test whether cost
allocations dier from the within-rm mean over time in a manner predicted by the model.
Table 7 shows the results using this average costs assumption.

Because our predictions use

information on average cost allocations, our regression coecients are identied from within-rm
variation in rm-level news over time. To focus on this within-rm variation, we show specications
that include rm-reporting format xed eects in Columns 2 and 4. In addition, we also present
results using continuous measures of overall rm performance in Columns 3 and 4 to allow for greater
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Table 7
Predicted earnings using an average costs assumption

This table presents results using an average costs assumption to estimate the predicted segment earnings
benchmark. For each segment, we calculate the average fraction of total costs that are allocated to
the segment based upon reported segment earnings and sales data over the entire period in which a
rm-reporting format exists in the data. We predict that, absent strategic distortions, each segment
would be associated with this average fraction of total costs for each segment-year in the data. We
then estimate the abnormal standard deviation of segment earnings as the dierence between the
the standard deviation of real segment earnings and these predicted earnings. To use within-rm
variation over time, we introduce rm-reporting format xed eects in Columns 2 and 4. To allow
for greater within-rm variation in rm-level news, we use a continuous measure of overall rm performance in Columns 3 and 4. All other variables are as dened in Table 2. Standard errors are
clustered by rm. *, **, and *** indicate signicance at the 10%, 5%, and 1% levels, respectively.

Good rm news
∆Firm earnings (cont)

Control for mean
Firm-reporting format FE
Year FE
R2
Obs

Abnormal SD Earnings (Average Costs Assumption)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
-0.0859∗∗∗
-0.0725∗∗∗
(0.0145)
(0.0206)
-0.664∗∗∗
-0.665∗∗∗
(0.0857)
(0.135)
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
0.0883
0.512
0.0900
0.514
23247
23247
23247
23247

variation in rm-level news over time. In all specications, we continue to nd that the abnormal
standard deviation of segment earnings is lower when rm-level news is good. These results support
our theory of consistent good news and inconsistent bad news and show that our ndings are robust
to a variety of dierent cost allocation benchmarks.
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Conclusion

These results show that selective news distortion to aﬀect the consistency and hence persuasiveness
of news can be an important strategy in sender-receiver environments. Theoretically we show when
a more precise signal is more persuasive in that it moves the posterior distribution and posterior
estimate more strongly away from the prior, and when more consistent news implies that the mean
of the news is a more precise signal. We then show that the most persuasive strategy for a sender is
to increase or decrease consistency in good or bad times by focusing on distorting the least or most
favorable news respectively. These incentives for selective distortion lead to the testable implication
that reported news is more consistent when it is favorable than unfavorable.
We test the model on ﬁrms that report earnings data for multiple segments. We show that
earnings are more consistent when the ﬁrm is doing well than when the ﬁrm is doing poorly. This
same pattern does not arise in the consistency of reported sales across ﬁrms. Similarly the same
pattern does not arise in a sample of stand-alone ﬁrms matched to segments in multi-segment ﬁrms.
Therefore the evidence supports the interpretation that multi-segment ﬁrms shift the allocation of
costs across segments to manipulate the consistency of reported earnings.
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(ii) Follows by the same logic as (i).
Proof of Proposition 3. The naive receiver case follows from the discussion in the text. For the
sophisticated receiver case let e∗ be the conjectured equilibrium strategy in the statement of the

proposition. First suppose
such that e − e

−1

≥

believes accordingly that

[ ], in which case e∗ = (

≤

2 and e2 − e1 ≥
= (e1 +

1

−

2

2

that e − e

2 e2

e

−1

e −

distortion budget to increase , so
2 or e2 − e1

−1

2). If news

2 is observed the news is on the path and the receiver
2). Hence any deviation to e0 6= e∗ that

is on the path implies the sender is either not distorting in the most
using the entire

+

−1

(e∗−1 (e0 ))

increasing direction or is not

(e∗−1 (e∗ )) = ( ). News such

2 is oﬀ the equilibrium path. Let

(e) be the feasible set of

that satisfy (6) for an observed e that is oﬀ the equilibrium path. Let

be the

∈

(e) that

implies the lowest , which is unique by (4). Suppose the receiver puts all weight on . Since e∗ is
feasible and implies at least a high

by deﬁnition of , no type beneﬁts by deviating. So e∗

as

is a PBE strategy.

To show that e∗ survives D1, we need to show that beliefs putting all weight on

are not

eliminated by the reﬁnement. We adopt standard D1 notation for best responses by a receiver to
our case of values of

inferred by the receiver. For subsets

generated by beliefs concentrated on
that cause type
that make
that for any
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∗(

0

: ( )=1}
∗( )
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(

( e) be the set of

of

(e) let

(

e). Deﬁne

(

)} and

as the set of

◦

as the set of

)}. The D1 reﬁnement requires

that zero weight be put on type

in the

receiver’s beliefs. For any
such that

∗(

∗ ( 0 ),

)

∪

deviate. Therefore

∗(

6= ,

so type
◦
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0

0
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) so by continuity there exists a feasible

is strictly willing to deviate if type

so type

0

6=

is weakly willing to

must have zero weight. For type

0

= , no such

can exist. Hence D1 not only permits beliefs putting all weight on , but such beliefs are the only
beliefs surviving D1.
Now suppose

≥

[ ], in which case any report is an equilibrium report for some realization of

, so the only question is whether any types beneﬁt from e∗ given equilibrium beliefs. If a report

is observed such that some extreme news is pooled, e1 = e2 =
for some

1 and/or

= e and e =

=e

−1

=e

, then the report is not invertible as beliefs imply a range of possible

and a corresponding distribution over . Otherwise, even if some non-extreme news is identical,

the report is inferred as fully separating and hence invertible.
First consider when

is such that e∗ is separating. It is not feasible to deviate to an equilibrium

report with pooling since by construction the sender pools the most extreme news when feasible.

And, by the same argument as above, deviating to another invertible report leads the receiver to
believe that

is higher than from the equilibrium strategy. So no type whose equilibrium strategy

is separating beneﬁts by deviating.
Now consider when

is such that e∗ involves some pooling of extreme news, so equilibrium

beliefs imply a distribution over possible values of . Since

is monotonically decreasing in , a

distribution that is ﬁrst-order stochastic dominated is better for the sender. For any report e the
least favorable case in the support of receiver beliefs is that

= (e1 −

2 e2

e

−1

e +

2),

which is the same as separating. Therefore deviating to any report that is for a separating type

never beneﬁts the sender. So the remaining case is deviating to another pooling report. Clearly the
sender will never beneﬁt from deviating to a higher e if e

or a lower e if e

, or ever beneﬁt

from using less than the full distortion budget on each side, so deviations on either side of the mean
by a total of

2 can be considered separately. Consider deviations from the upper pooling region.

Deviating to another pooling report implies reducing some report or reports that are pooled in
equilibrium to below other pooling reports, and hence reducing the pooled reports less. The eﬀect on
from reducing the pooled reports is least for the case in the support of receiver equilibrium beliefs
where

= (e1 −

(2 )

e −

(2 ) e

+1

But even in this case, by (4) the eﬀect on

e

−1

e +

(2( + 1 − ))

e +

(2( + 1 − ))).

is larger than from reducing any reports below the pool,

so such a deviation hurts the sender. By the same argument, deviations from the lower pooling
region must also hurt the sender, so no type beneﬁts from deviating from e∗ .
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